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ABSTRACT 

When the oil field is almost depleted, there is possibility of using it as underground gas 

storage. 

In Republic Croatia some almost depleted reservoirs as is oil field Zutica could be suitable as 

underground gas storage. For those reasons, the simulation of gas storage process has been 

performed. According to results of case study, during the first years of gas storage, 

enrichment of dry gas with valuable components can be expected. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The basic function of underground gas storage is to provide adequate service for the delivery 

of gas in any given load condition. Sufficient underground storage will allow the purchase 

and storage of gas in low-demand period and the delivery of such gas to markets in the 

required volumes in period of high demand. It is extremely important that underground 

storage fields be geographically situated so that gas can be moved closer to markets in these 

low-demand periods through existing pipeline facilities. If underground storage can be 

combined with secondary oil recovery, liquid hydrocarbon recoveries can greatly reduce the 

overall cost of underground storage. This paper will deal primarily with the production 

history and with thermodynamic aspects of gas storage process. - 



FIELD HISTORY 

Zutica oil field is located 45 km SE of Zagreb The Zutica structures lies within the Sava 

depression, and is relatively 

deeply positioned. It is asymmetric anticline striking from he north-west to south-east. 

The sandstone layers of "A" series cover practically the entire area of the Zutica field. Five 

sandstone intervals within 

the "A" series are of economic importance, these are the reservoirs named A', A, A,, A2 and 

A3. 

Intervals Ai A2 and A3 compose a single hydrodynamic entity, made of three sandstone 

layers that are separated by marl 

or marl sandstone in the biggest part of the field. All the layers have a common gas-water 

contact, and oil-water contact 

in the deepest part. This deepest section of reservoir (A,.3) contains a large gas cap and an oil 

ring. The oil ring covers a 

relatively large area of heterogeneous litho logic composition, causing variations of the net 

pay thickness in different 

parts of the ring. The reservoir rocks are fine-grained quartz and marl sandstone with 

spatially variable composition 

and reservoir properties, especially in the eastern and south-eastern part of the oil ring, where 

they contain variously 

thick marl intervals. 

PRODUCTION HISTORY 

Three intervals were separated within the oil reservoir Ai_3 defined as independent 

exploitation objects. The production history was short and can be divided in two phases: 

phase 1 - test production from the reservoirs Aj, A2 and A3 which was short due to the 

very fast movement of the gas from the gas cap into the oil ring, which simultaneously 

reduced the productivity of wells. 

 

Underground gas storage process 
As mentioned before, oil reservoir of Žutica oil filed A-series are reservoirs with gas 

cap and relatively small oil ring. Due to depletion of reservoir and gas cap volume the 



reservoirs are potential candidates for underground gas storage. Previous engineering studies 

showed good prospects for such usage of these reservoirs as well as some inherent 

disadvantages, which are mainly due to condition of old wells. 

 During the process of storing gas in depleted gas reservoirs there are practically no 

differences in composition of gas injected in the phase of FILLING the underground storage 

and gas that was produced during the producing phase of reservoir. When using partially or 

completely depleted oil reservoirs for gas storage, composition of gas in reservoir changes. 

When injected dry gas comes in contact with residual oil, changes in phase behaviour of new 

hydrocarbon mixture occur. The result of change in phase behaviour is vaporization of one 

part of hydrocarbons from liquid (oil) in gaseous phase so a change in content of C2+ 

component in produced gas occurs. This enrichment is desired effect, because it increases 

energetic, and potentially economic value of stored gas. 

 Simulation of gas storage has been conducted using following parameters or 

assumptions: 

- reservoir fluid of oil ring is presented by composition of oil samples from Žutica-

102 well, sampled under static conditions. 

- present oil/gas ratio in gas cap is about 1:45 (vol/vol) 

- maximum pressure variation of filling/empting is 50 – 200 bar. 

Main features of implemented calculation procedures are presented in Fig….. 

 

a) In the phase of injection of gas, final storage pressure is systematically increased up to 

its maximum value. In each cycle 4 calculations were done with values of final storage 

pressure of p2i = 148, 167, 184 and 200 bar. 

b) Production phase is simulated with differential vaporization in one stage, from p2i to 

50 bar. In this case this is similar to flash process for same pressure difference. 

c) Equilibrium composition of liquid phase (oil) at lowest pressure of production is inlet 

composition for next cycle. 

During the injection phase of gas storage, partial dissolving of gas in oil occurs in every 

cycle. Composition of oil changes after each cycle of injection/production, due to step by step 

vaporization, and regarding that bubble factor and density of remaining oil also changes. 

In the first cycle, injected gas comes in contact with saturated oil under reservoir pressure 

identical to bubble pressure (pb=129 bar). Dissolving of methane in saturated fluid is small, 

which is represented by small values of bubble factor (1.06) during the pressure increase from 

129 to 200 bar. 



Oil phase that remained after first cycle no longer has the C1-C6+ components, which can 

be correlated to difference in GOR of dissolved gas at 129 bar and 50 bar. In other words, 

during second and next cycles of injection, injected gas is in equilibrium with oil of rather 

changed composition (smaller content of C1-C6 hydrocarbons, greater average mol mass and 

oil density). 

Solubility of injected gas in liquid phase is greater, which is accompanied with greater 

(comparing with saturated oil) corresponding bubble factor: in second and third cycle, bubble 

factor is twice the one in first cycle, while differences in these cycles are small. 

Process of vaporization of lighter hydrocarbons from oil with mechanism of change in phase 

behaviour at static conditions, is especially noticeable in change of oil density. After each 

cycle, oil density increases due to relative increase in content of C7+ hydrocarbons in 

remaining fluid. 

Comparison at isobaric conditions of 129 bar shows that starting density of (saturated) 

oil of 688 kg/m3 increases to 706 kg/m3 after first cycle, and, to 720 kg/m3 after second 

cycle. 

Concentration of lighter hydrocarbons (from methane to penthane, C1-C5), vaporized 

in equilibrium gas phase is shown in Fig 7-4 for methane, ethane and propane. Fig 7-5 for 

butane and pentane are presented as function of storage pressure  

 

Change in content of methane with pressure in produced gas (i.e. increase of 

concentration of methane) is dominant influence of balance of composition: since injected gas 

is almost pure methane, total mass of methane in constant reservoir volume as well as its 

concentration in gas mixture increases with increase of storage pressure. In other words, 

relative contribution of phase exchange of oil dissolved methane is low as expected. 

Effects of change of thermodinamical phase balance are most responsible for 

enrichment of gas with C2+ components. In that process of enrichment, tendency to 

vaporization of individual component is proportional to its partial pressure at given p, T 

conditions, or, inversely proportional to its molecular weight. In concordance with that, 

increase in concentration in gas phase is greatest for ethane, smaller for propane, etc. 

 Relationship between level of enrichment of gas phase with change in oil composition, 

i.e. due to number of cycle (and total number of cycles) is also greatest in case of lightest 

component (ethane, Fig 7-4). 



 Magnitude and direction of change of gas composition during three tested cycles of 

gas storing (Fig 7-4, 7-5) are depicted with associated K-factors of components. The 

distribution of individual component between phases is function of pressure (Fig 7-6). 

 Values of K-factor for lightest components (C1, C2, C3) of reservoir hydrocarbon 

mixture, are decreasing, and heavier components increases with increase of system pressure. 

This effect is more IZRAŽENIJI at heavier hydrocarbons so the slope of concentration curve 

for C7+ hydrocarbons in gas phase, with increase of pressure, is biggest in order C4, C5, C6, 

C7+. 

 These results are in concordance with known facts about dependence of K-factor on 

pressure, temperature and composition of hydrocarbon mixture, as well as abnormal volatility 

of heavier hydrocarbons at high pressures, especially in condensate hydrocarbon systems. 

 Out of this results it can be concluded that level of enrichment of injected gas, or, 

change in quantity of vaporized hydrocarbons in each cycle of storage, is mostly function of 

material balance, i.e., total initial quantity of higher hydrocarbons. 

 For process of enrichment of injected gas, during lifetime of underground storage 

reservoir is also important dependence of K-factor of hydrocarbon components on oil 

composition, out of which lighter components are gradually extracted. In Žutica-methane 

system, K-factors of components are almost insensitive to change in oil composition within 

three tested cycles (Fig 7-7). 



Conclusion 

 

In this paper important segment of total problems regarding process of oil recovery 

enhancement with injection of gas was studied. The problem was determination of 

quantitative relationships between phases and their compositions at various conditions of 

processes. The application of EOR process was especially spotted in cases of dipped oil 

bearing reservoirs with small water influx in which the effect of sustaining pressure increases 

with gravity separation of gas and liquid phase. This situation is mostly spotted in reservoir of 

A-series in Žutica oil field. In this paper phase behaviour of reservoir hydrocarbon mixture in 

terms of supposed scenarios of (1) maintaining reservoir pressure and (2) gas storage in 

reservoir, was investigated. 

 In the beginning phase of research, analysis of available laboratory and production 

data on reservoir fluid properties as well as data on production and PVT history of reservoir 

was done. 

 Mathematical model of reservoir fluid’s phase behaviour was made using Peng-

Robinson equation of state (PR EOS) Using non-linear regression algorithm results from 

model were matched with experimental data. During adjustment of equation of state, various 

compositions of fluid, regression parameters and their influence on mathematical mode 

quality were investigated. 

 Optimal PR EOS model of phase behaviour of Žutica oil was used in 1-D reservoir 

model for simulation study of oil production process with increasement of reservoir pressure, 

as well as simulation study of gas storage in same reservoir. 

 The results of research, shown in more details in previous chapters, are as follows: 

1. Process of adjusting equation of state with goal to obtain accurate mathematical 

description of phase behaviour and change of compositions of phases for concrete 

hydrocarbon fluid is nor simple, nor fast and it requires testing of various different 

formulations of fluid composition together with various combination of regression 

parameters. 

2. Simulation of all processes, that includes significant changes in characteristics and 

composition of phases (production from condensate reservoirs, injection of gas in 

miscible conditions), requires multi-component formulation of fluid composition, i.e. 

more components than contained in classical C1-C7+ formulation. This includes 

physical and mathematical extraction of C7+ fraction in pseudo-components end 

eventual regrouping of these pseudo-components. The results of this segment of work 



shows that classical C1-C7+ formulation of composition can be identical or better than 

formulation with same number of components, got using pseudoisation from wider 

composition with condition apply adequate regression parameters of equation of state. 

3. The results of simulation of process IOR recycling natural gas in reservoirs of A-

series, done on 1-D reservoir model with several different levels of sustained reservoir 

pressure showed that: 

- Dissolving of injected methane in reservoir oil in considered pressure range was 

low. Therefore, complementar change in saturation of oil (bubble, density) wasn’t 

noticeable. 

- Oil recovery curves dependent on various values of constant injected gas pressure 

as well as minimal pressure of mixing reservoir oil and gas (500 bar) showed that 

even at highest possible injection pressure (about 200 bar) the process of 

displacement oil takes place under different conditions of unmiscibility. In other 

words, contributions of multi-contact mechanism of vaporization of hydrocarbons 

to total oil recovery are insignificant in this case. 

- The change in produced gas composition is result of: (a) dissolution of gas in gas 

cap with injected methane, (b) enrichment of gas cap gas evaporating C2+ 

components from dissolved gas. In first phase of gas injection process, nett effect 

of these two directionally  different mechanisms of gas composition change is 

(initial) increase of C2+ concentration of hydrocarbon components in produced gas 

phase, i.e. enrichment of gas. In later phase, the composition change with 

evaporating mechanism is in direction of reducing content of C2+ components. 

4. Results of gas storage process simulation in terms of pressure cycle, injection to 200 

bars, depletion to 50 bars, showed: 

- K-factors of C2-C6 components does not significantly change values with number 

of gas storing cycles. In practical terms, this means that during the first few years 

of storage it can be expected enrichment of injected dry gas (methane) due to 

favourable effects of phase behaviour change within working pressure range. 

- Level of enrichment, defined for minimal minimal of process, i.e. contact of 

injected methane with saturated reservoir oil in first cycle and progressively 

evaporated oil in next cycles, for gas storing pressure of 200 bar is as follows: 

 

 



 produced gas 

Component 

injected 

gas cycle 1 cycle 2 cycle 3 

ethane 1.3 9.0 5.3 3.5 

propane 0.2 5.5 4.2 3.0 

butanes 0.07 2.0 1.8 1.6 

pentanes 0.02 0.56 0.53 0.50 

 

5. Out of two studied possible ways of future management of Žutica oil field, results of 

this study favours using the reservoir for gas storage rather than continuation of oil 

production with pressure build up injecting gas. 

- pressure maintenance uses large quantity of valuable market commodity (natural 

gas, injected to projected level of constant draw down pressure). Quantities of 

additional produced oil are the results of displacement process in inefficient 

conditions of fluid immiscibility and probably can’t compensate for invested 

capital in terms of injected gas, which must be verified eventual investment study. 

- using the reservoir for storing gas, in this case has additional benefit in increase in 

value of stored gas due to (1) increase of caloric value of gas, (2) possibility of 

extracting valuable hydrocarbon components. 

6. Thermodinamical aspects of gas injection process in hydrocarbon reservoirs are 

treated in literature mostly on process of maintenance pressure in gas-condensate 

reservoirs, but explicit date about implication of phase balance aspects of gas storage 

process in oil reservoirs practically could not be found in available literature. 

 

In this paper, methodological approach to this problem was posted and developed, which 

is inductive and basically applicable in every case of storing gas in (half) depleted 

reservoirs of oil and/or condensate. The analysis of research results, done on actual 

reservoir, shows that: 

- from simulation tool development standpoint of view, (adjusted equation of state) 

at least minimal, “standard” set of accurate PVT laboratory data about reservoir 

fluid (fluid and injected gas composition, data on constant composition expansion, 

differential and separating test). Higher level of accuracy of adjusted EOS for 

simulation of this kind of process requires additional experimental data in 

regression data set. During performing of laboratory multicomponent test on actual 

reservoir fluid sample at real phase conditions (i.e. volumetric phase ratio) and 



using actual injected gas in case of alternate injection and production, directly must 

be determined: (1) composition, density of phases in equilibrium and Z-factor of 

equilibric gas, (2) K-factors of key components (C1-C6) and add them to above 

mentioned input PVT data during process of regression adjustment of EOS. 

- from reservoir data standpoint of view, except taking representative reservoir fluid 

sample at known p, T conditions in well, additional important data for valid 

simulation of process is accurate reservoir geological model. 

Data of proposed research segment, due to its economy advantage, should be integral 

part of each investment study of potential underground gas storage facility in depleted 

hydrocarbon reservoirs. 


